Virginia City Tourism Commission Meeting
AGENDA
86 South C. Street - P.O. Box 920 - Virginia City, Nevada 89440
(775) 847-7500 Phone – (775) 847-7507 Fax
Website - www.VisitVirginiaCityNV.com Email - VisitorInfo@StoreyCounty.org

VIRGINIA CITY CONFERENCE CENTER
10 SOUTH E STREET
VIRGINIA CITY, NV 89440

DATE: 10 OCTOBER 2019
09:00 A.M.

NOTICE: A POSSIBLE QUORUM OF THE MEMBERS OF THE STOREY COUNTY BOARD OF COMMISSIONERS AT THIS VIRGINIA
CITY TOURISM COMMISSION BOARD MEETING. NO OFFICIAL COUNTY BUSINESS WILL BE CONDUCTED.
 CALL TO ORDER
 PLEDGE OF ALLEGIANCE & ROLL CALL
*DISCUSSION ONLY
 APPROVAL OF AGENDA FOR
• 10 OCTOBER 2019
*DISCUSSION / POSSIBLE ACTION
 APPROVAL OF MINUTES FROM
• 12 SEPTEMBER 2019
*DISCUSSION / POSSIBLE ACTION
 PUBLIC COMMENT
Public comment will be allowed at the beginning and end of each meeting (this comment should be limited to
matters not on the agenda). Public comment will be allowed after each item on the agenda (this comment should
be limited to each agendized topic).
The Board Chair reserves the right to limit the time allotted for each individual to speak.
*** NEW BUSINESS ***
 RECOGNITION OF IRIS FARRIS’ 15 YEARS OF SERVICE
• PRESENTATION
*DISCUSSION ONLY

STAFF

 FINANCIAL UPDATE
• TOURISM TAX REPORT
• TRANSIENT LODGING TAX REPORT
• CEMETERY GIN
*DISCUSSION ONLY

DENY DOTSON

 MARKETING UPDATES
• GENERAL PRESENTATION
*DISCUSSION ONLY

RAD STRATEGIES

 SPECIAL EVENT UPDATES
• OUTHOUSE RACES
• CHRISTMAS ON THE COMSTOCK
• HAUNTOBER

LIQUID BLUE EVENTS

 GROUPS, FAMS, TRADE SHOWS AND VISITOR CENTER UPDATE
*DISCUSSION ONLY

KATIE DEMUTH

 PIPERS OPERA HOUSE UPDATE
*DISCUSSION ONLY

WHITNEY BRUNSON

 STAFF REPORTS & CORRESPONDENCE & FUTURE MEETINGS
•
DIRECTOR’S REPORT
•
CORRESPONDENCE
•
NEXT VCTC MEETING
*** 9:00 A.M., THURSDAY 14 NOVEMBER 2019 ***
VIRGINIA CITY CONFERENCE CENTER, 10 SOUTH E STREET, VIRGINIA CITY, NV 89440
(SUBJECT TO CHANGE)
*DISCUSSION ONLY
 ADJOURNMENT
(*) Denotes Possible Action Items
NOTICE: This notice is posted pursuant to NRS 241 at the Virginia City Post Office, Storey County Courthouse, Virginia City Visitor Center, and Virginia
City Fire Department, and the Nevada State Public Notices Website. Anyone interested may request personal notice of the meeting. Agenda items must be
received by 5:00PM Thursday preceding the regular meeting. Items may not necessarily be heard in the order they appear. For placement, call the Director at
775-847-7500. Virginia City Tourism Commission recognizes the needs and civil rights of all persons regardless of race, color, religion, sex, disability, family
status or origin. Notice to persons with disabilities: Members of the public who are disabled and require special assistance or accommodations at the meetings
are requested to notify the Virginia City Tourism Commission office, in writing, at P.O. Box 920, Virginia City, Nevada 89440. Virginia City Tourism
Commission has been advised by Nevada Attorney General’s Office to limit public comment to three (3) minutes or less to minimize lengthy meetings.
Certificate of Posting
I, Leah Kruse, with the Virginia City Tourism Commission, do hereby certify that I posted, or caused to be posted, a copy of this agenda at the following
locations in compliance with NRS 241.020(3): Virginia City Post Office, Storey County Courthouse, Virginia City Visitor Center, and Virginia City Fire
Department. In addition, this agenda has been electronically posted in compliance with NRS 241.020(3) at https://visitvirginiacitynv.com/about/, and NRS
232.2175 at https://notice.nv.gov/. To obtain further documentation regarding posting or supporting materials, please contact Leah Kruse at (775) 847-7500 or
lkruse@storeycounty.org.

VIRGINIA CITY TOURISM COMMISSION (VCTC)
September 12, 2019 9:00 a.m.
Virginia City Conference Center
10 South E Street, Virginia City, NV 89440

MEETING MINUTES
Notice: Items on the agenda may be taken out of order; two or more agenda items may be combined for consideration; and
items may be removed from the agenda or discussion relating thereto delayed at any time. This is the tentative schedule for
the meeting. The Commission reserves the right to take items in a different order to accomplish business in the most efficient
manner.
The following minutes are a summarized explanation of the topics discussed. A taped recording of these proceedings will be
kept for review.
CALL TO ORDER
Board Member L. Gilman called the meeting to order at 9:00 a.m.
Pledge of Allegiance
1. ROLL CALL
Leah Kruse called roll.
Chairperson:
Vice Chair:
Treasurer:
Board Members:

Corrado DeGasperis
Lance Gilman
Vanessa Stephens
Angelo Petrini
Ron Gallagher
A. Perry

L. Kruse noted there was a quorum present.
Others:

Deny Dotson, Director
Katie Demuth, Tourism & Marketing Manager
Leah Kruse, Administrative Specialist

2. BOARD MEMBER L. GILMAN BROUGHT THE NEXT ITEM TO THE COMMISSION’S ATTENTION: APPROVAL
OF THE AGENDA
This is the tentative schedule for the meeting. The Commission reserves the right to take items in a different order to
accomplish business in the most efficient manner. The Commission may combine two or more items for consideration and
may remove an item from the agenda or delay discussion relating to an item on the agenda at any time.
R. Gallagher made the motion to approve the agenda.
Second – A. Perry

Approved – Unanimously

3. BOARD MEMBER L. GILMAN BROUGHT THE NEXT ITEM TO THE COMMISSION’S ATTENTION:
APPROVAL OF MEETING MINUTES
•

08 August 2019

A. Petrini made the motion to approve the minutes.
Second – A. Perry

Approved – Unanimously

4. BOARD MEMBER L. GILMAN BROUGHT THE NEXT ITEM TO THE COMMISSION’S ATTENTION: PUBLIC

COMMENT ON NON-AGENDIZED ITEMS
Discussion may be limited to three minutes per person at the discretion of the Chairman. No action may be taken on a
matter raised under this portion of the agenda until the matter itself has been specifically included on an agenda as an
item upon which action may be taken.
Elaine Barkdull-Spencer, V&T Railway, shared that the V&T has been experiencing a wonderful year and that they have
brought 7,866 tourists into Virginia City via the trains. E. Barkdull-Spencer also stated that a train will be coming back on
track soon and that it will have a new name for that train that will be announced shortly. E. Barkdull-Spencer also shared
that VIP Polar Express tickets are almost sold out.
Jeff Wood, Storey County resident, asked if there were specific plans for additional trash pickup during Street Vibrations
weekend. K. Demuth said that extra trash bins were ordered. D. Dotson stated that Virginia City needs volunteers to
help pick up trash after events. J. Wood asked for a collective effort from everyone in order to keep the town clean. N.
Barde asked how the VCTC has put the call to action out in the past when looking for volunteers to help clean up the
trash after events. D. Dotson stated that the Virginia City Facebook page could be utilized and asked if N. Barde would
like to be listed as a contact. J. Wood stated that he would be happy to be a contact. D. Dotson stated that money is not
really the issue; it is the lack of bodies out helping with pick up. J. Wood asked if the VCTC could hire someone to do
cleanup after major events. D. Dotson stated that there are typically rules involved with having an entity organize an
event, which includes cleanup. D. Dotson said that Street Vibrations is not a typical event in that there is not one major
entity running it; it is really just a sanctioned stop. K. Demuth reiterated that if someone like J. Wood could be the contact
for the cleanups, the VCTC could get the information out to as many people as possible. Joe Stel, Storey County
business owner, asked if it was possible to get people who have community service hours to serve involved in a cleanup
project. D. Dotson shared that the VCTC has worked with the Justice of the Peace on that issue, but the people they
send over are few and far between.
Ralph Ewing, Silent Riders, shared that there seemed to be a lot more people on the boardwalk before and after the
Camel Races than there has been in past years due to the shuttling of people on buses.
David Abel, Storey County business owner, asked why his business is not shown on the map of the town that the Visitor
Center hands out. D. Dotson stated that the map is not accurate and that several businesses are not listed on the map.
D. Abel asked that just a picture of his building be included on the block that it exists so that tourists will not think that it is
just empty space. D. Abel asked A. Petrini why his end of town was not included on the map. A. Petrini stated that he
was unaware that the building was missing, but he thinks it should be included moving forward. D. Dotson said that D.
Abel’s business is represented on the Virginia City website and that all businesses are represented on social media. D.
Dotson said that the map is not extremely accurate and that it is used as a point of reference only. C. DeGasperis stated
that he appreciated D. Abel’s concerns and that the business should be added on the next map reprint. Judy Cohen,
Storey County business owner, stated that the VCTC is focusing in on the same businesses and leaving out unique
businesses in the area.
Lee Nashold, Storey County resident and business owner, stated that he had many tourist issues to discuss regarding
the Camel Races. D. Dotson asked if the conversation could be picked up again when the board got to the Camel Races
portion of the agenda.
A. Perry shared that Saint Mary’s Art Center has two receptions coming up; one this coming Saturday, which is important
because it is also a celebration of life for the late Comstock artist, Louise Kerr. A. Perry also shared that there will be
another art reception on October 12 that will include the grand opening of a new/permanent historical exhibition in Saint
Mary’s Art Center.
C. DeGasperis shared that on September 28 an artist will be at the Donovan Mill for a reception/exhibit.
5. CHAIRPERSON C. DEGASPERIS BROUGHT THE NEXT ITEM TO THE COMMISSION’S ATTENTION:
FINANCIAL UPDATE
A.
B.

Transient Lodging Tax Report
Tourism Tax Report

D. Dotson stated that the Transient Lodging Tax Report shows that the dollar amounts are down a bit, but room rentals
are up. D. Dotson shared that the Silverland’s new price points are doing good things for the town as more people are
coming up and spending money not just on their rooms, but in town. N. Barde asked how the average room rate is
calculated. L. Kruse answered that one property that did not report and that one property is purposely excluded from the
totals. D. Dotson said that this is something new that the VCTC is attempting and it will be dialed in more in the future.
A. Perry shared that Saint Mary’s Art Center pays room tax on overnight fundraisers and would like to know if the board
would consider letting the fundraiser’s receive a pass on collecting room tax. D. Dotson stated that there is some specific

NRS language that the VCTC would need to be cognizant of moving forward and that he would need to research the
question.
A. Petrini stated that the new rooms that are being built in the TRI area will be an excellent revenue source for Storey
County.
D. Dotson shared that Tourism Tax is now up to a quarter of the VCTC budget in just two months. D. Dotson said that
the change in zip code is still the driving factor in the increase we have seen.
6. CHAIRPERSON C. DEGASPERIS BROUGHT THE NEXT ITEM TO THE COMMISSION’S ATTENTION:
MARKETING UPDATES
Amy Demuth, RAD Strategies, shared numerous marketing updates, which included a new Below the Surface video that
was shared on Facebook on Tuesday, an impressive amount of clicks to the website thanks to the Pandora campaign,
the docents that have been going to the airport have received great feedback, and that some influencers came into town
and posted their own videos.
7. CHAIRPERSON C. DEGASPERIS BROUGHT THE NEXT ITEM TO THE COMMISSION’S ATTENTION: SPECIAL
EVENT UPDATES
Neil Horning, Liquid Blue Events, shared that the rodeo had a good turnout and that the weather was great for the event,
but that the attendance was down approximately 300 people. Jess Horning, Liquid Blue Events, stated that the
attendance downfall may be related to the change in event marketing, times of the events, and less attendance from the
traditional rodeo crowd. D. Dotson stated that moving the event may not have been the best idea and they will reevaluate
that prior to next year’s event. J. Horning also said that the rodeo was up against several other events in the area as it is
a very busy time of year. N. Horning reported that this year’s rodeo attendance was 1,544. J. Cohen suggested moving
events to other times of the year as there is a lot going on in the middle of the busy season and some of Virginia City’s
events get lost. C. DeGasperis stated that he would like to continue to see growth in the Hispanic demographic at the
rodeo.
A. Demuth shared some positive Camel Race reviews from Eventbrite and comments on the Camel Race Facebook
event page that were also positive. A. Demuth also shared that almost all of the local news stations came out to cover the
Camel Races. J. Horning said that the final Camel Race revenue will be down a bit this year as more money has been
invested into the event. L. Nashold shared that he and his wife tried to purchase Sunday tickets, but they were sold out
and they were told they could purchase VIP tickets. L. Nashold stated that they left and went up to F Street to watch the
event and they (along with others standing there) were told by event personnel that they were not allowed to watch the
show there to which everyone standing there disagreed as it was a public road. L. Nashold asked if the arena set up was
smaller than last year. N. Horning stated that the vendors were moved in closer to the arena, but the seating was the
same as before. L. Nashold read comments from people in town, which included it was boring, people in town did not
know there were races happening, and there were not enough races. D. Dotson said that, contractually, they were only
allowed to race the camels a certain number of times per day and that the Department of Agriculture was involved. D.
Dotson said that F Street needs to be kept clear for safety reasons. L. Nashold reiterated that F Street is a public street.
C. DeGasperis summarized by saying that having sold out shows is a good problem to have and maybe the perimeter of
the event needs to be reevaluated. N. Barde asked how many higher priced tickets were sold. N. Horning stated that
approximately 90% of the Sunday premium shaded seats were sold and that less of the VIP tickets were sold. J.
Horning shared that they will continue to find ways to lengthen and better the shows. L. Nashold also mentioned that
people complained about the amount of dust. J. Horning said that a water truck was used, but maybe it needs to run
more often. A. Perry stated that she went to the Camel Races and she enjoyed the event and that it seemed to be well
liked by the people in the crowd.
D. Dotson shared that the hill climb is all scheduled to go.
D. Dotson stated that time is running out to get vendor applications turned in for Street Vibrations. K. Demuth suggested
that businesses that get their deliveries on Thursday should consider getting their deliveries a little earlier in the week of
the Street Vibrations event.
N. Horning asked for a review and approval of the Outhouse Races budget in the amount of $15,000.00.
L. Gilman made the motion to approve the minutes.
Second – R. Gallagher

Approved – Unanimously

D. Dotson shared that the Christmas planning is still ongoing and more information will be given once available.
8. CHAIRPERSON C. DEGASPERIS BROUGHT THE NEXT ITEM TO THE COMMISSION’S ATTENTION:
GROUPS, FAMS, TRADE SHOWS, AND VISITOR CENTER UPDATE
K. Demuth shared that groups are still up from last year and that most of the recent visiting FAM groups are comprised of
media groups preparing for their winter reporting. K. Demuth also shared that Visitor Center sales are up even though
the building is under construction and that the Reno Tahoe Territory meeting will be in Virginia City in October. K.
Demuth said that Iris Farris has retired from the Visitor Center and a new employee will be hired shortly.
9. CHAIRPERSON C. DEGASPERIS BROUGHT THE NEXT ITEM TO THE COMMISSION’S ATTENTION: PIPER’S
OPERA HOUSE UPDATE
W. Brunson provided a short update on Piper’s Opera House which included the Black Lillies show which had nice ticket
sales, an excellent turnout for country dancing, Squeak’s documentary will be shown on Saturday with all proceeds being
donated to Piper’s, and the Austin Lounge Lizards will be performing soon. W. Brunson also shared that there may be a
movie night on Halloween and more information will be given out as the event is finalized, tour schedules are always
listed on Facebook, and approximately $400 was collected from the donation box inside Piper’s.
10. CHAIRPERSON C. DEGASPERIS BROUGHT THE NEXT ITEM TO THE COMMISSION’S ATTENTION:
COMMUNITY COALITION UPDATE
There was no coalition update.
11. CHAIRPERSON C. DEGASPERIS BROUGHT THE NEXT ITEM TO THE COMMISSION’S ATTENTION: STAFF
REPORTS & CORRESPONDENCE & FUTURE MEETINGS
D. Dotson shared that the county is still moving forward on making Piper’s an official non-profit.
L. Kruse shared that the next meeting is Thursday, October 10, 2019 at 9:00 am.
12. CHAIRPERSON C. DEGASPERIS BROUGHT THE NEXT ITEM TO THE COMMISSION’S ATTENTION:
ADJOURNMENT OF COMMISSION BOARD MEETING
Chairperson C. DeGasperis adjourned the meeting at 11:04 am.

VCTC
1/4 % Tourism Tax

230-33512-000

PREPARED: 10/3/2019

Deposit Date
July
August
September
October
November
December
January
February
March
April
May
June

2017/2018
$24,954.57
$30,879.89
$27,927.74
$44,038.84
$35,768.30
$25,968.35
$29,663.74
$73,267.82
$23,898.16
$21,766.50
$36,221.10
$26,479.49

Total YTD
+ / - This Time Last Year

$400,834.50
$91,171.26

$437,235.57
$36,401.07

$157,874.21
$66,113.61

Approved Budget

$315,000.00

$340,000.00

$405,000.00 Approved Budget
$101,250.00 Target According to Approved Budget
-$247,125.79 +/- to Meet Approved Annual Budget

For Month of:
May
June
July
August
September
October
November
December
January
February
March
April

2018/2019
$28,568.52
$25,830.67
$37,361.41
$45,974.74
$38,197.49
$30,935.14
$30,801.15
$29,704.45
$51,014.99
$33,160.75
$45,558.33
$40,127.93

For Month of:
May
June
July
August
September
October
November
December
January
February
March
April

2019/2020
$62,484.15
$43,329.02
$52,061.04
$0.00
$0.00
$0.00
$0.00
$0.00
$0.00
$0.00
$0.00
$0.00

For Month of:
May
June
July
August
September
October
November
December
January
February
March
April
YTD Received
+/- This time last year

TRANSIENT LODGING TAX REPORT

Deposits made
in Month of:
July
August
September
October
November
December
January
February
March
April
May
June

Tax $
$31,915
$34,146
$36,634
$42,672
$31,463
$18,088
$18,564
$12,461
$11,827
$20,003
$22,960
$26,218

YTD Total
Plus/(Minus)

$306,952
$174,083

Deposit
Month*
July
August
September
October
November
December
January
February
March
April
May

2018/2019
Tax collected
for the month of:
June
July
August
September
October
November
December
January
February
March
April
May

Rooms Rented
TRI
VC
1941
2021
2313
2045
2975
2311

Notes
One property did not report.

Rooms Rented Occ. Rate
3809
35.47%
4069
36.18%
4180
37.32%
4968
45.58%
4056
36.28%
2838
25.79%
2828
25.23%
2334
22.52%
2238
26.94%
3237
35.10%
3292
33.99%
3651
35.15%
41,500
25,819

Occupancy Rate
TRI
VC
48%
31%
55%
29%
81%
32%

Deposits made
in Month of:
July
August
September
October
November
December
January
February
March
April
May
June
YTD Total
Plus/(Minus)

Tax $ Paid
TRI
VC
$ 9,995.88 $ 18,309.31
$ 12,964.03 $ 17,753.12
$ 20,453.47 $ 20,902.09

Tax $
$28,305.19
$30,717.15
$41,355.56
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0

2019/2020
Tax collected
for the month of:
June
July
August
September
October
November
December
January
February
March
April
May

$100,378
$34,317

Average VC
Rooms Rented Occ. Rate Room Rate
3962
37.29%
4358
38.96% $
87.00
5286
46.79% $
90.00
0
0.00%
0
0.00%
0
0.00%
0
0.00%
0
0.00%
0
0.00%
0
0.00%
0
0.00%
0
0.00%
13,606
5,728

August Lodging Comparison*

47%

53%

TRI
VC

Highway 50 Outdoor

Digital and Pandora Results
August Digital Overall - Highlights
• San Jose top city by clicks, followed by Sacramento
• Brand campaign delivered nearly 285K impressions,
1,318 clicks
• Programmatic program reached over 38K people
delivering nearly 92K impressions, 127 clicks, 0.14%
CTR. Google average CTR is 0.07%.
• Google delivered 6,215 impressions, 1,047 clicks, a
strong 16.85% CTR, low $0.23 CPC. Google Travel
Benchmarks: 4.68% CTR and $1.53 CPC.
• On Google, 55-64 yr. olds generated the most clicks
followed by 45-54 yr. olds
August Pandora Results
• 187,000 impressions
• 144 clicks for a 0.08% CTR
• 109 page visits
• According to Google Analytics, web visitors from
Pandora ads averaged 1.61 pages per session. Overall
GA average for August was 1.93 pages per session

Ongoing Advertising
Street Vibrations –
Program Ad

Hot August Nights –
Hot Flashes Full Page Ad

Event Promotion Digital Ads – Outhouse Races

Event Advertising – Christmas on the Comstock

More Camel Races Coverage
ABC 10 Sacramento –
Bartell’s Backroads

More Camel Races Coverage
GoNOMAD.com is the #5 ranked travel
blog with 86k monthly website clicks

Influencer Results – Wade Holland

INSIDER produces short, informative
and entertaining videos and graphics
designed for easy consumption via
social media (Facebook, Twitter, Vine,
Instagram). Focuses on new trends
and quirky/interesting news and has
14k monthly unique viewers.

China iWeekly - a national
lifestyle magazine distributed in
Shanghai, 600,000 circulation

Virginia City Rodeo & Fiesta del Charro Coverage

September Visitors Eblast
• Distributed Sept. 5 to 217 subscribers
• Achieved a 16% open rate

Ø Camel Races media
coordination
Ø Outhouse Races pitching
Ø Cemetery Gin pitching
Ø Hauntober pitching to
national/regional outlets
and bloggers

• Pitched, secured and coordinated
arrangements for live interviews for
Camel Races
• Coordination of media visits for RASC
and post-visit media follow up
• China media visit coordination with
RSCVA
• Coordination of All Brakes No Gas TV
show interviews

Instagram Stories for Street Vibrations
reached an average of 737 people

• Distributed September eblast Sept. 4 to 909
subscribers
• Achieved an open rate of 26%

Groups and Meetings
Visitor Center
October 2019
Presented By Katie Demuth

Visitors Center
We have had a nice summer
season! We increased our
sales over last year by
$19,000.
We are going to continue the
sales program into the winter.

Welcome to our newest team member, James Walton!
Stop in and say hi.

Visitors Center
Construction Update

Rural Roundup 2020
Planning Progress

We have met a couple times with the Rural Roundup core team.
Updates
Working on sponsorship partners at break out locations.
Finalizing room block with all local lodging partners.
Looking for unique items to use as gifts, giveaways and swag.
Possibility to have 1 meaningful/interesting gift that is #OnlyInVC.

Thank you

UPDATES

Recent Events
Squeeky Keys Documentary – raised $1,700 for Piper’s!
Friends of NRA Fundraising Event – raised $1,200!

Upcoming Events

Public Events:
October 11 – VC High School Octoberfest Fundraiser
October 16 – Austin Lounge Lizards Concert
October 17 – What the Folk: Songwriter Showcase
October 26 – Statehood Ball
October 31 – Fright Night: Halloween Short Films

Happy Hauntober!

Weddings and Special Events
Weddings
$36k for next FY
Special Events
Already sold over 50 tickets to the upcoming show
A Comstock Christmas Carol
STILL ACCEPTING SPONSORSHIPS
*Thank You to the nine shops/bars that have already sponsored!*

Tours
 Reminder – tour schedule
posted on Merchant FB Page
and website
 Totals as of January; 1,730
tours ($5,190)
 New Group tour –
90 person school group on 10/31

In other news…

~ Thank You ~

10/2/2019
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